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Summary and Conclusions. 
I. The purpose of the present work was to further develop a computational model 
of how central and spinal neural networks cooperate to generate single joint movements. 
The conceptual focus of the study was inertial load compensation, and an attempt was 
made to construct a model that could accommodate widely replicated data from anatomical, 
physiological, and behavioral experiments. 
2. The primary method was to specify the neural network and the biomechanical system 
it controls - one joint with two opponent muscles - as a system of ordinary differential 
equations, and then to use computer simulations to study the evolution of the system over 
time intervals corresponding to the durations of simple voluntary movements. 
3. The simulated neural network was constructed as much as possible on the basis of 
known anatomy and physiology. The model complexity was kept manageable by following 
a lumping strategy, which treats entire cell populations as single nodes. Thus the model is 
potentially most informative about systems level issues, such as how a particular cell type, 
distinguished by a specific connectivity and exerting inhibitory or excitatory effect, con-
tributes to improvement of a particular behavioral function. A step-by-step reconstruction 
of the final form of the model is used to summarize distinct hypotheses about all cellular 
types included in the model. A major organizing theme of this construction is the need for 
the sensory-motor system to allow independent control of muscle length and muscle tension. 
4. The focal hypothesis of the study was that, like position, movement velocity is a 
controlled quantity during typical self-initiated voluntary movements of the limbs, and that 
such phenomena as triphasic EMG burst patterns can be understood as partly the result of 
spinal circuits that work to generate adequate forces to make the limb move at the desired 
veloeity. The model therefore incorporates both a central generator of a desired velocity 
command, and spinal eircuits that are capable of generating forces in a goal-directed manner. 
Among these eircuits is that involving the gamma dynamic motoneurons, the !a sensory 
fibers, and !a reciprocal inhibitory interneurcins. 
5. The model was simulated under a number of conditions that have been thoroughly 
studied in the experimental literature. These include conditions of large and small inertial 
loads and instructions to perform fast and slow movements with such loads. Also studied in 
simulation were conditions of temporary or permanent sensory deafferentation. Operating 
characteristics of the system, such as the simulated EMG patterns (model alpha motoneuron 
activations), qualitatively match experimental data. 
6. We conclude that the hypothesis tha.t both position and velocity are controlled is 
consistent with, and helps explain, a wide range of anatomical, physiological and behavioral 
data. Though this hypothesis is contrary to widespread interpretations of the equilibrium 
point hypothesis, the model shares some features with equilibrium point models. There-
fore, we attempt to clarify current modeling nomenclature and enumerate the distinguishing 
features of the model presented herein. 
1. Introduction. 
Inertial load compensation is an ancient and ubiquitous problem for animals, since all ac-
curately performed movements require the controlled acceleration and deceleration of inertial 
limb segments. Many past researehers concerned with this competence have chosen to study 
forearm move.ments made in a plane perpendicular to the direction of the gravitational force. 
Because there is no gravitational force acting in the plane of the elbow· rotation, forearm 
motions reflect accelerative and decelerative forces generated by the neuro-musculo-skeletal 
system. Extensive experimental data are now available for this situation (e.g., Hoffman and 
Strick, 1993; Lestienne, 1979; Sanes and .Jennings, 1984). Because of the generality of the 
problem of inertial load compensation, such data are an important explanatory target for 
any comprehensive model of neuromuscular function. For the same reason, inertial load 
compensation provides an excellent context in which to assess possible primary or auxiliary 
functions of known physiology and anatomy. The present study pursued both of these goals. 
A comparison of the physics of motion with the data on human movement allows for-
mulation of testable hypotheses about fundamental properties of the neuromuscular system. 
If a limb is accelerated by a transient agonist musele force, then after termination of the 
force transient, the limb should continue to move at a constant velocity until decelerated by 
other forces, such as joint friction, air friction, or opponent musele force. However, constant 
velocity phases are rarely observed in skeletal movements, except when they are actively ap-
proximated by subjects attempting to track a constant velocity target. Skeletal movements 
that are both self-initiated and self-terminated typically exhibit smooth, bell .. sha.ped velocity 
profiles (e.g., Atkeson a.nd Hollerbach, 1985; Zelaznik, Schmidt, and Gielen, 198G). From 
the Newtoni<w perspective, it is c:leM that such movements often require deceleration of the 
limb by activation of antagonist muscles, whose braking force must begin near the time of 
the peak velocity. Experimental observations of launching and braking activations of muscle 
(e.g., Lestienne, 1979) support this inference, and mise the question ·of how launching and 
braking forces are appropriately scaled and timed. .. 
Any answer to this question must also accommodate observations that smooth bell-
shaped velocity profiles c.lntracterize movements whose durations range from .I to at least 
1.8 seconds. The repea.tabili ty of this kinematic property over such a wide mnge of movement 
durations suggests that velocity is a controlled variable of the neuromuscular system, and that 
at some level of the nervous system there exists a. bell-shaped velocity command. Though 
the view that velocity is a controlled variable is well established in oculornotor studies of 
smooth pursuit and the YO R, (e.g., Behrens, Collcwijn and Griisser, 1985; Lefevre, 199:3), its 
implications are relatively unexplored in skeletomotor studies. In many skelctomotor tasks 
wherein bell-shaped velocity profiles are observed, velocity commands must be genemted 
internally because there exists no exogenous moving target as in the case of pursuit eye 
movements .. 
Several skeletornotor theorists ha.ve previously assumed or advanced models of velocity 
command generation (Adamovich, Burlachkova, and Feldman, 1984; Bullock and Grossberg, 
1988; Bullock, Grossberg, and Mannes, 1994; Hogan, 1984; Plamondon, 1992). For present 
purposes, these models can be divided into two broad types: those in which the velocity 
cornrnand is indeed bell-shaped in time, and those in which the velocity command is constant 
during all but the initial and final portions of the movement time. Assuming some finite 
tirne for the velocity command to reach a constant positive value and some finite time for it 
to be reset to zero at the end of movement, this second class of models can be said to imply 
trapezoidal velocity comrn<UJds. 
Models of the latter type face several experimental and theoretical challenges. From the 
perspective of Newtoni<tn physics, as outlin0.d <rhovc>, it. should he rehtively easy to rna.ke the 
limb follow the fixed velocity portion of such a desired trajectory, because a constant velocity 
is the expected beh<wior of an object set in rnotion by an accelerative transient. However, 
even free single-joint rotations do not approximate such behavior. Moreover, many studies 
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indicate that bell-shaped velocity profiles, not the trapezoidal velocity profiles expected if 
velocity commands were constant during much of the movement time, are the forms to-
ward which movement develops during skill acquisition (Beggs and Howarth, 1972; Moore 
and Marteniuk, 1986; Ojakangas and Ebner, 1991). If the desired trajectory were trape-
zoidal, increasing skill should lead to a better approximation to such trajectories, but it does 
not. Finally, measurement of (l;amma-dynamic motoneuron activation during endogenously 
generated skeletal movement (Murphy, Stein, and Taylor, 1984) has produced some direct 
evidence in support of the hypothesis of bell-shaped velocity command modulation. 
To understand how neural circuits enhance behavioral competence, it is necessary to look 
behind kinematic regularities to examine whether there are any functional and adaptive con-
siderations that might favor endogenous generators of bell-shaped velocity commands over 
the constant velocity command generators sometimes proposed. In this regard, it has been 
noted that bell-shaped velocity prof1les tend to minimize jerk; i.e., rates of change of accel-
eration (Hogan, 1984), as well as effort (Hasan, 1986). Both of these factors may be clues to 
evolutionary forces that have acted to select among variant endogenous generators of velocity 
commands, although both optimization principle:s use information that is not available to 
an animal acting in real time, and neither optimization principle correctly predicts human 
kinematics (Nagasaki, 1989). 
An additional factor worth considering is the relative stability of a biological system that 
seeks to constrain a limb to track a bell-shaped velocity command versus one that seeks to 
constrain a limb to track a trapezoidal velocity command. In particular, consider that the. 
best tracking performance achievable by a feedback control system involves a residual time 
lag between· desired and actual limb position. Moreover, the time lag can be kept small 
in a system restricted to position-error feedback only if the feedback loop has a high gain. 
However, high gain position-error feedback tends to be unstable, because the sign of the 
feedback signal does not switch from positive to negative until the position error is zeroed, 
at which time the immediately prior feedback signal is propagating through system lags to 
eliminate an error that no longer exists. The result is a tendency to overshoot, which is 
magnified with longer feedback lags and higher gains. With overshoot, the sign of the error-
feedback reverses, the limb motion is braked and reversed, and the net result is a problematic 
instability in the form of oscillation around the target position (e.g., Rack, 1981). 
Even with significant signal lags introduced by long neural pathways, position error-
feedback can be made stable, with rapidly diminishing limb oscillations, by sufficiently 
reducing the gain of the position-error feedback signal. However, the resulting slow, ex-
ponential homing toward the target position is behaviorally unacceptable. The situation can 
be dramatically improved by adding a velocity error feedback, because it can allow higher 
gains and faster movement without sacrificing stability. The primary advantage of adding a 
velocity command and attendant velocity error feedback is that the sign of the velocity error 
can in principle change well in advance of position-error zeroing. This sign change can be 
used to generate a net braking force at a time when the position error signal, alone, might 
generate an accelerative or no force. However, to use velocity error feedback to eliminate 
overshoots and end-point oscillations, it is important that the internal comma.nrl genera-
tor specify neither an increasing nor a constant positive velocity near the time when the 
position-error is about to be zm:oed. Velocity-error feedback works best if desired velocity 
is declining well in advance of the time when position-error is zeroed. This condition is met 
by a bell-shaped velocity command, but violated by a trapezoidal velocity command. 
The present study combines a previously developed model of an endogenous generator 
of bell-shaped velocity commands with a neuml model of spinal circuitry and a biomechan-
ical model of musc:le to analyse how spinal circuits control the inertial load compensations 
that are required to achieve positionally accurate bell-shaped velocity profiles. The model is 
restricted so as to test hypotheses about spinal feedback contributions to inertial load com-
pensation in the single joint case. Companion papers report results indicating that the model 
can be successfully extended to encompass multi-joint limb movements and to incorporate 
supra-spinal, especially cerebellar, contributions to inertial load compensation (Contreras-
Vidal, Bullock, and Grossberg, in preparation; Grossberg, Contreras-Vidal and Bullock, in 
preparation; Contreras-Vidal, 1994). 
To formally assess the role played by circuits that underly the opponently organized 
stretch reflex, we model descending movement commands with both position and velocity 
components, which respectively modulate gamrna-static and gamma-dynamic motoneurons. 
The resultant modulation of intrafusal elements allows a feedback signal whose size scales 
with both the amount of position-error and the amount of velocity:error of the evolving 
movement. Simulations reveal that these error signals can help spinal circuits generate 
the force-time patterns needed to compensate for inertial loads, induding the anticipatory 
braking achieved by antagonists through the second burst of bi- and tri-phasic EMG patterns. 
These results also show how several known or hypothesized spinal circuits, in addition to the 
stretch reflex circuit, e<m contribute to inertial load c:ompensation. Such spinal circuits can 
partly explain the reported survival of EM G burst patterns during temponu-y deafferentation 
(Sanes and .Jennings, !984). The nwdel predicts that intact Renshaw cell connectivity and 
co-activation of opponent muscles are essential for this effect. In the Discussion section, 
the model is compared and contrasted with alternative models of movement generation, 
particularly variants of equilibrium point models. 
2. Summary of prior modeling results. 
This seetion briefly summarizes neural network models of velocity command generation 
and spinal force generation that provide two bases for the new research reported here. 
The VITB circuit for synchronous variable-speed trajectory formation. 
Above we presented several reasons for believinp; that there is a central generator of 
movement commands characterized by bell-shaped veloeity profiles. Figure I presents the 
design of a neural network, called VITE, that is capable of generating bell-shaped velocity 
proflles. Basic properties of this circuit, notably its allowance for movement priming, and 
for perforrning the same movement at various speeds while maintaining synchrony among 
synerp;ists, have been extensively reviewed in prior papers, which also discuss the large 
body of motor psychophysics <Uld neural data for which the model provides an explanation 
(Bullock & Grossberg, 1988, 1989, 1991). The VITE circuit was proposed as a minimal model 
of the forebrain circuitry that is responsible for generating desired movement trajectories. 
The name VlTE stands for Vector Integration to Endpoint. This name encapsulates the 
theoretical postulate that voluntary movements involve a central, volition-gated process of 
integrating difference vectors to update position commands. The name also serves to c:ontrast 
our theory of movement generation with the once popular "spring to endpoint" theories, 
which proposed that rnovements rnight be made without centrally generated, desired veloc:ity 
commands. The circuit has recently been extended to form the DIRECT model, which 
shows how trajectories of an arm with redundant degrees of freedom ma,y be formed to 
carry out rnotor equivalent reaches (Bullock, Grossberg, and Guenther, 199:3; Fiala, 1994). 
The extended model autonomously learns to combine visual, spatial, and motor information 
whose interaction ena,ble it to perform accurate reaches with variable-length tools, clamped 
joints, and shifted visual feedback, without needing to relearn its inverse kiriematic mappings. 
The VITE circuit has also been embedded into a model capable of controlling complex 
spatiotemporal actions such as handwriting, with flexibly determined speeds, sizes, and styles 
that simulate psychophysical data about handwritten performance (Bullock, Grossberg & 
Ma,nnes, 1994). 
Figure I 
For present purposes, the key properties of the VlTE circuit are those depicted in Fig-
ure 2, which shows that the Present Position Vector, or PPV, stage computes an outflow 
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command for the limb to assume a prescribed position. The PPV integrates a Desired Ve-
locity Vector, or DVV, which is the product of a Difference Vector, oi· DV, that specifies 
the instantaneous direction and distance yet to be moved, and a volitional GO signal, G, 
that gates the movement on and off in a way that allows control of desired speed. Because 
position command PPV integrates DVV, DVV provides a vector representation of instanta-
neous desired velocity. The VITE dynamics assure that this product of DV and G generates 
a bell-shaped funetion through time as the PPV approaches a desired position that is called 
the Target Position Vector, or TPV. This happens because the DV computes the difference 
betweeri the PPV and TPV. As the PPV integi·ates the DVV, the DV converges to zero and 
the P P V converges to the TPV. This integration process also explains how the VITE model 
generates variable-speed trajectory commands in which all active components of the PPV 
approach their target TPV values synchronously. 
As a by product of the VITE design, the PPV and DVV can also be used as control 
signals to compensate for position and velocity errors, respectively. These control signals 
evolve in real time and are used as inputs to the spinal circuit model, which is introduced 
next. Recently Lacquaniti (1994) described three classes of cells located in cortical area 5 
and noted that their properties closely match three of the major cell types distinguished 
within both the VITE and DIRECT models: TPV, DV, aml PPV cells. 
Figure 2 
The FLETE circuit for factorizable control of muscle length and tension. 
As noted in the introduction, launching and braking forces must be generated as needed 
to make a limb follow a trajectory characterized by a bell-shaped velocity profile. To be able · 
to move loads of different sizes, or to accelerate the same load to different speeds, a muscle 
must be able to generate a wide range of forces regardless of its current length. This suggests 
the need for independent control over muscle length and the force or tension to be generated 
by a musele at a given length within a given interval. Such independent control has been 
demonstrated in experiments on load and speed control (e.g., Hoffman and Strick, 1993). 
The name chosen for our spina-muscular model, FLETE, calls attention to this Factorization 
of Length and Tension that must be available for adequate control of inertial loads (Bullock 
and Grossberg, 1989, 1991). The same property is also needed during posture to vary joint 
stiffness while keeping joint configuration constant. We now use this desirable postural 
competence to brieily present behavioral motivation for the basic cell types and connectivity 
of the FLETE model. The major components of the FLETE model correspond to known 
spinal circuits and their dynamic characteristics, as summarized in 'fable 1. 
Table 1 
The panels of Figure :3 present eight conceptual stages in the elaboration of the FLETE 
circuit. These stages clarify how each circuit element helps to assure that descending signals 
achieve independent control of joint position and joint stiffness, as well as good inertial load 
compensation. Figure :JA depicts the biomechanics of a single rotary or hinge joint. The two 
opposing rnono-articular muscles insert into a distal limb segment connected by the hinge 
joint to a more proximal limb segment. Suppose that the proximal segment is fixed, that 
the distal segment is initially at rest, and that F\ = F2 where F;, i = 1, 2, denote the pulling 
forces exerted by the opponent muscles. Through descending movement signals A1 and A2 
and two pools of alpha motoneurons, the system can control a pair of <UJtagonist muscles to 
produce a joint rotation by changing the balance of F1 and F2. The system can be halted 
and stabilized at a new joint angle If the forces re-equilibrate as the joint approaches that 
angle <Uld if the system is capable of automatically generating whatever new muscle force 
imbalance may be needed to retum it to the desired angle after any deviation; e.g., after the 
rot.ating limb initially overshoots the desired angle. 
Figure :3 
As many observers have noted (Cooke, 1980; Feldman, 1974, 1986; Polit and Bizzi, 1979), 
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musc:le itself seems to have evolved to help provide this basic functionality. Essentially, musc:le 
is springy tissue with a neurally c:ontrollable contractile component, which gives it a neurally 
modifiable threshold length for force development (Rack and Westbury, 1969). To simplify, 
we can assume that the force Fi developed by a musc:le is a threshold-linear function of 
its length Li that depends upon its fixed resting length ri, its stiffness, k, and its neurally 
modifiable contractile state, Ci. Then 
F- k·[L - (!'·- C')J+ ~ - z t ·'t ~ (1) 
where notation [wiJ+ means max(O,w;). Thus if wi = Li- (1';- Ci) > 0, then Fi = k · wi, 
whereas if wi ::; 0, then Fi = k · 0 = 0. A better approximation to real musc:le, whose stiffness 
also varies with contractile state, is achieved by replacing Eq. (1) with 
Fi = k · g([Li- (ri- C'i)J+), (2) 
where g(:1:) is nonlinear. 
Equations (I) and (2) show that a musc:le is spring-like in that it develops a force only 
when stretched to a length Li greater than the effective threshold length ri- Ci. However, 
it also shows that rnusc:le is more versatile than an ordinary spring because this threshold 
can be neurally adjusted by varying the muscle's state of contraction, Ci. 
A pattern of descending signals (A1,A2) from the PPV of the VITE model to opponent 
model n-MN (alpha-motoneuron) pools specifies a rnotor command that ac:ts by inducing a 
differential pattern of activation (!111 , !112) across the n-MN pools, which in turn creates a 
pattern ( C1, C2) of musc:le contractile states, thereby creating a new stable point (L1, £ 2) 
for the limb. If nothing goes wrong along the way, motor cornmand (A 1,A2) will lead to 
the drosired joint angle 0(£ 1, £ 2). In particular, the difference A1 - A2 determines joint 
angle. Therefore A1 and A2 can be con;;idered to constitute the positional components of a de~c:ending trajectory command. 
Although the basic opponent system shown in Figure (:JA) elucidates bow a joint can 
be rotated and stabili:-oed at a desired angle, it does not allow joint stiffness to be varied 
independently of joint angle. Figure :lB sc:hematizes bow joint stiffness changes may be 
initiated by simultaneous equal changes in exc:itatory drive to the opposing motoneuron 
pools (DeLuca, 1985; Humphrey and Reed, 198:3). In the model, a nonspecific signal P adds 
to both con1porHmts of the signaJ pattern (A 1 ,A2) and produces the net input ( A1 + P,A2 + P) 
to the opponent n-MN pools. The signal P varies the level of co-contraction of the opponent 
rnusc:les, and joint stiffness is an increasing function of co-contraction. 
Factorization of length and tension, alternatively of angle and stiffness, requires that 
That is, the angle 0 at which the joint equilibriates for a given choice of A1 and A2 should not 
change due to variations in the co-contraction command P. Several threats to this desirable 
invariance property can arise in the system. In Bullock and Grossberg (1988, 1990, 1991) 
and Bullock and Contreras-Vidal (199:3), we showed that without compensatory neuronal 
circuitry the opponent n-MN pattern (!111, !112) becomes insensitive to the difference A1-A2 
as signal P increases. An analysis of how to counteract this loss of sensitivity revealed the 
advantages of a pair of inhibitory interneuron pools that inhibit each other as well as the 
opponent n-MN pools, as depicted in Figure (:3C). In vivo, inhibitory intcrneurons (INs) 
called reciprocal inhibitory Ia!Ns arc known to exist with this signed connectivity, vis-a-
vis ct-MNs a.nd each other (references in Table 1 ). In <tddition to preserving sensitivity 
to A1 - A2, these interneurons serve other functions. The need for a pathway to mediate 
reciprocal inhibition between opponent muscle channel~ was demonstrated by Sherrington 
(190G) in his experiments on the stretch reflex. Reciprocal inhibition via Ia!Ns also allows 
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rapid decrementing of activity in antagonist a:-MN pools when quick reversals of rotation 
are voluntarily initiated. 
Another threat to the invariance property of equation (:3) could emerge if the pattern 
(M1,M2 ) induced by motor intention (A 1 + P,A2 + P) is not faithfully registered in the 
pattern of contractile muscle states (C\,02) induced by motoneuron activities. Suppose 
that the level of contraction C:; in the ith muscle obeys the equation 
(4) 
This equation says that a sufficiently large neural input M; can push contractile state C:; up 
to its limit B; and that the contractile state relaxes at rate 8. In vivo, B; corresponds to 
the maximal number of muscle fibers that can be simultaneously activated. The presence of 
an upper bound B; means that the ability of muscle contractile states to remain sensitive 
to differences across the M; can saturate if the range of M; is too large relative to B;. In 
addition to a loss of sensitivity per se, this means that the range of forces that can be 
sensitively controlled will also be limited. 
These problems can be reduced if B; is itself a function of M;. This is assured in vivo 
by a specialized motor unit design together with a progressive recruitment rule. Motor 
units are composed of distinct a: motoneurons that project to distinct sets of contractile 
fibers. Moreover, within the motoneuron pools, activation thresholds are distributed such 
that larger net excitatory inputs to the pool recruit larger numbers of motor units. Because 
smaller a:-MNs are recruited earlier and larger later, this rule has been called the size principle 
of motoneuron recruitment (Henneman, 1957, 1985). Bullock and Grossberg (1990, 1991) 
showed that covariation of a:-MN activity, contraction rate, and the number of contractile 
fibers C<1n compensate for a premature saturation in the development of contractile state, 
whether due to large M; or due to muscle yielding. 
Figure :JD schematizes the addition of a size principle to the FLETE model by showing 
a stacked series of a:-MN cells with increasing diameter. Although introductiori of the size 
principle provides a wider range of muscle sensitivity and force genera.tion, the size principle 
itself can cause a loss of independent control of joint angle by (A 1,A2 ) and joint stiffness by 
signal P. Computer simulations have verified that, when opponent motoneuron populations 
obey the size principle, a co-contractive signal P sent to both channels may be unequally 
amplified by these channels. This is true beca.use, under all initial choices of (A 1,A2) other 
than A1 = A2 , signal P causes deeper recruitment in one muscle channel than the other. 
Because of the size principle, part of the signal P is subjected to greater amplification 
in that channel where recruitment is deeper,· and a resultant force irnbalance develops in 
that channel's favor. In consequence, an animal attempting to further stabilize its limb at 
its initial posture by stiffening the joint could instead experience a large, unwanted, limb 
rotation. 
In vivo, it is known that a:-MNs project directly to muscle and to a class of cells called 
Renshaw cells. Bullock and Grossberg (1989; see also Akazawa and Kato, 1990; He, Levine, 
and Loeb, 1991) proposed that these Renshaw cells are well situated to measure and compen-
sate for unequal amplifications of a co-contractive signal P sent to both opponent channels. 
This compensation is anticipatory because Renshaw cells rneasme the a:-MN activity and 
correct any distortion before it can cause significant joint rotations. The introduction of 
these inhibitory interneurons is depicted in Figure 3E. 
Another threat to invariant realization of motor plans arises from musc:le fatigue, which 
involves a reduction in the capacity of musde to generate force. Like the unequal amplifi-
cation just described, the fatigue effect is usually asymmetrical because whichever musc:le 
works against the greater load fatigues more than its opponent. Kirsch and Rymer (1987) 
showed th;1t force feedback can compensa.tc for muscle fatigue. The force feedback originates 
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in the Golgi tendon organs ( GTOs) embedded in the border zone between the contractile 
and the tendonous regions of muscle tissue. These organs return Ib fibers, which excite !biNs 
in the associated muscle channel as shown in Figure :3F. These !biNs in turn inhibit both 
a-MNs in their own channel and !biNs in the opposing channel. Their function is similar 
to that of Renshaw cells, but they add compensation for fatigue and for any correlates of 
the size principle that do not reveal themselves in the "efference copy" signal received by 
the Renshaw pool. Among these are the number of muscle fibers contracted by MN axon 
signals. 
Though they aid length-tension factorization, neither Renshaw feedback nor GTO feed-
back can assure precise limb trajectories under all conditions. For more precise trajectory 
control, the movement control system must also measure limb position errors and velocity 
errors and use feedback to adaptively retune signal flows within the neural network. The 
parallel neuro-musculo-sensory system comprising 1-MNs (gamma motoneurons), intrafusal 
muscles or spindles, ;wd spindle receptors- long studied as a substrate for the stretch reflex 
(e.g. Gandevia 8z. Burke, 1985) - can also be used to measure residual trajectory errors. 
As shown in Figure :3G, descending commands A1 and A2 also activate the 1-MN pools, 
which in turn ac:tivate intrafusal niuscles situated in parallel with the extrafusal musc:les. 
This parallelism can be exploited because intrafusal musc:le contractile state changes depend 
primarily on their level of innervation frorn 1-MNs. Therefore, whenever their contractile 
state changes are not precisely canceled by concurrent whole-muscle length changes, there 
will be a deviation from the baseline tension level exerted on the spindle's receptor elements, 
and fluctuations around the baseline firing rates of these receptors can serve as a measure 
of the direction and magnitude of trajectory euors. Although this spina-muscular circuitry 
also mediates the classical stretch reflex, in Lhe FLETE theory the emphasis is on how this 
circuitry supports voluntary movement. 
This immediate, reactive compensation for trajectory errors provided by the rellex is not 
the sole motivation for the parallel muscle system. In related work, we modeled how the cere-
bellum uses spindle feedback signals as error signals to learn gains that provide pre-emptive 
compensation for a wide range of context-specific factors that can affect successful realization 
of motor intentions (Bullock and Grossberg, 1990, 1991; Crossberg and Kuperstein, 1986, 
1989; Bullock, Contreras- Vidal, and Grossberg, 199:3a, 199:k; see also Ito, 1984; Kawato, Fu-
rukawa and Suzuki, 1987; Kawato and Gomi, 1991). From this perspective, stretch feedback 
can be fully rnotivated within a sensory-motor control system without reference to a stretch 
reflex, benwse an error pre-ernpting, adaptive system tuned by stretch feedback contributes 
to gradual acquisition of skill over repeated performance trials. 
Figure :.lG indicates that, in the model, the nonspecific co-contractive signal Pis also sent 
to the gamma motoneurons. The addition of this input component creates a baseline of activ-
ity that allows upward and downward modulation of the feedback signal (Matthews, 1972). 
On the assumption that all1-MNs are srna11 low-threshold elements, the co-contractive input 
component P would create a potential danger of 1-MN saturation if no compensation were 
provided. ::limulations of the FLETE system (Bullock and Contreras-Vidal, 199:3) showed 
that the addition of an inhibitory projection frorn Renshaw cells to 1-MNs helps protect 
the gamma system from saturation and preserve the linearity of this system. In particular, 
Renshaw inhibition of 1-MNs provides a basis for reliable registmtion of length errors by 
muscle spindles even during high co-contraction. In vivo, Renshaw cell projections to 1-MNs 
have been documented (Ellawity, 1968; Ellaway and Murphy, 1980; Pompeiano and Wand, 
1 976). 
The above surnmary illustrates how the model explicates the behavioral function of each 
model spina.! component, their connectivities and their physiological actions. A complete 
mathematical spr~cification of the network, inc:lucling enhancements introduced below, is 
given in Appendix A. 
Figure 4 
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Figure 4 shows steady-state simulations of the FLETE circuit from Bullock, Contreras-
Vidal, ·and Grossberg (199:lb). These simulations confirm the independent control of joint 
angle/muscle length by A1 - A2 (Figures 4A and B), for variable stiffness settings P, despite 
the nonlinear behavior of other model variables (e.g. Figures 4C, 4D, and 4F). Although 
there are actually 20 separate traces plotted in each of Figures 4A and B, corresponding to 20 
different stiffness settings, all the traces superpose, in agreement with the invariance property 
of Equation (:3). Conditions of the simulations are given in the caption. This linearization 
of the neuro-muscular plant allows a simplification of postural intentions, which can specify 
the desired limb configuration by (A 1 - Az) and the desired stiffness by (P). 
3. Incorporating feedback of velocity error. 
A further elaboration of the model is needed to improve speed control and inertial load 
compensation (Bullock, Contreras-Vidal, and Grossberg, 1992, 199:lb; Bullock and Gross-
berg, 1992). Two additional neural adaptations, depicted in Figure :lH, enhance sensitivity 
to dynamic aspects of movement. Most importantly, the ')'-MNs have been unlumped to 
allow both static and dynamic modulation of spindle activity by descending commands and 
loads. In addition, a multisynaptic pathw<ty signaling rate of change of muscle force has been 
tentatively hypothesized, both on functional grounds and to help explain observations of an 
inverse myotatic reiJex (Laporte and Lloyd, 1952; Schwindt, 1981). The spindle subsystem 
will now be detailed. 
As noted in the Introduction, the tracking performance of a feedback controller that feeds 
back position error and velocity error can in J)rinciple be much better than that of a controller 
that feeds back only position error. It is well known that feedback signals to motoneurons 
from spindles via !a pathways have two components, one that depends on the amplitude of 
muscle stretch and a. second that depends on the velocity of muscle stretch (Matthews, 1981; 
Gielen and Honk, 1987; Schaafsma, Otten, and Van Willigen, 1991). Moreover, the intrafusal 
fibers within the mammalian muscle spindle are of two main types, nuclear-bag fibers and 
nuclear-chain fibers, which Me innervated respectively by dynamic gamma motoneurons ( 'l'rr 
MNs) and static gamma motoneurons bs-MNs). Gamma motoneuron activity can therefore 
modulate contractions of the intrafusal fiber types independently (Crowe and Matthews, 
1964a; 1964b). Thus Figure :3!! shows distinct projections from these 'l'IrMN and 'l's-MN 
types to the spindles. 
Mechanical or neural stimulation of each type of intrafusal fiber can generate receptor 
potentials in the spiral ending of the large sensory fiber that innervates the central fiber 
region. The l<t sensory fiber type pools receptor potentials generated in both bag fibers and 
chain fibers. The stretch displacement component of the !a signal appears to be due to 
chain-generated potentials, whereas the stretch velocity compolHint of the Ia signal a~Jjlears 
to be due to bag-generated potentials. Similar potentials are generated whether 1) the 
1'8 and I'D inputs are constant while intrafusal lengths are increased (stretched) or 2) the 
intrafusal lengths are constant but their contractile states are changed by 1'8 or 'YD inputs 
to the intrafusals. 
To model this peripheral apparatus as part of a feedback control system utilizing position 
and velocity error, it is necessary to specify appropriate central sources of inputs to 1'8 and 
I'D motoneurons and to specify the nature of the spindle receptor transductions and receptor 
potential pooling by the Ia fiber. The simplest assumption regarding inputs to ')'-MNs is that 
'l's-MNs receive a desired position (musc.le length) input and that 'l'r;-MNs receive a desired 
velocity (rate of change of length) input. The PPV and DVV stages of the VITE model 
are a.ppropriatc sources for these inputs to the FLETE c:ircuitry, and these VITE to ')'-MN 
projections are shown in Figure 5. Thus the same trajectory control variables that assure 
synchronous contraction of synergists at variable speeds can also be used to measure and 
reduce position and velocity errors. 
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Unfortunately, there are few data on natural ID-MN modulation during movement to 
test this hypothesis, clue to the tec:hnical difficulty of recording IIrMN attivities. However, 
Murphy, Stein, and Taylor (1984) were able to measure IIrMN activity during natural 
locomotion in premammillary cats. They showed ID-MN modulation that was in phase 
with EMG activity and that was unimodal during the half-cyc:le during which the muscle 
was active. Similar results have been reported by Prochazka, Hulliger, Trend, and Dtirmiiller 
(1988), who also noted that the amount of ID-MN activity was proportional to gait velocity. 
These results are consistent with the model postulate that the IIrMNs are driven by a signal 
corresponding to the desired shortening velocity of the muscle that they innervate. 
. . 
Figure 5 
The neural combination of the two types of rec:eptor potentials might be modeled as 
summation, multiplication, or some more complex process. In the case of i1eural summation, 
the combined output signal, W, would depend on the fusimotor activities and the current 
state of the extmfusal muscle, as follows: 
(5) 
where Lis the cxtrafusal muscle length, f., and };1 represent the transfer function of the static 
and dynamic receptor potentials, respectively, and /(1' and f(v are position and velocity gains, 
respectively. A multiplicative effect would have the form: 
(6) 
Equation (5) predicts that either component (static or dynamic) alone would generate 
spindle activity, and that the signal can be as large as the ;,urn of the maximum values of 
its two ;;ources. Crowe and Matthews (1961a, 1964b) have, however, ob;;ervccl only partial 
summation of the two components when activated in parallel. These and other experimental 
data have led some to suggest a multiplicative spindle law (Crowe and Matthews, 1964a; 
!964b; Gielen and 1-louk, 1987; Lennerstrand, 1968; Lennerstmncl and Thaden, 1()68). In 
addition, the transfer function of the velocity-dependent tenn appears to be highly sensitive 
to small mtes of stretch and to saturate for large rates of stretch. 'I'hese properties suggest 
a slower-than-lincax function of velocity error (Crowe and Matthews, 1964a, 1964b; Gielen 
and Houk, 1987; Matthews, 1972). 
The partial summation is to be expected from the anatomy: Two inputs try to induce 
a signal in a shared channel of finite capacity. Schaafsma et al. (1991) modeled this as a 
competition in which the larger of the two receptor potentials gain access to the channel 
while suppressing the srnaller. However, this does not accord with the data of Crowe and 
Matthews ( l964a, 1964b) and nlity have led the Schaafsma et al. spindle model to respond 
"with about one-half the discharge rnodulation reported in experimental studies" (Schaffsma 
et a.J., 1991, p. 1297) during simulated 1 hz sinusoidal stretching. As shown below, a more 
natural way to capture the non-additivity is to model the pooling action of the shared Ia 
fiber via a membrane equation, whose shunting multiplicative interactions imply partial 
sumrmttion. Membrane equations provide the basis for all the key equations in the FLETE 
model, incl ucling the following system of nonlinear differential equations that is used to model 
the 1-MN, spindle receptor subsystem. 
The ls-MN activity was modeled with the rncmbrane equation 
r~~S'; = 5(2- S';)(A; + P)- (S; + !.2)(0.2 + O.:lh(R;)), (7) 
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where .5'; is the ls-MN activity of channel i, A; is the S-shaped Present Position Vector (PPV) 
from the VITE model P is the co-c.ontraction signal, and R; is the inhibitory Renshaw cell 
activity. The ls-MN output signal is given by · 
s·~· = [S'J+ 
'· t ,_ t • (8) 
Function h( w) = ul!-w in (7) is a slower-than-linear function of Renshaw cell activity. 
This function imposes an upper bound of 1 on the Renshaw to 1-MN feedback signal. This 
allows Renshaw feedback to prevent 1-MN saturation when co-contractive input P is large, 
while also preventing Renshaw feedback from silencing the 1-MNs during movement when 
P may be small. Data reviewed by Pompeiano (1984) show that the 1-MNs are not silenced 
by Renshaw inhibition, and simulations show that making h(w) slower-than-linear avoids a 
tendency toward oscillations that appears if h( w) is linear. Thus a saturative h( w) greatly 
improves system stability. 
The lrrMN activity was modeled as 
;, D; = (8- D;)(100[V;C,']+ + P)- (D; + !.2)(1 + 100[\;jG]+ + 0.5h(R;)) (9) 
where D; is the ID-MN discharge, and [V;G]+ is the Desired Velocity Vector (DVV) from 
the VITE model for muscle channel i and [V/i]+ is the DVV for the antagonistic channel j. 
The 11rMN output signal is 
JJ+ = [D]+ 
t ' . (10) 
Introducing [V/i]+ into the inhibitory term of equation (9) serves the function of de-
creasing the antagonist spindle's dynamic sensitivity to stretch during movements during 
which there is an elevated baseline ID excitation due to large P. Though represented as a 
1-MN mediated interaction here, for simplicity, this opponent interaction could be mediated 
at supra-spinal or spinal premotor levels if the signal P bifurcates into agonist and antagonist 
channels at some premotoneuron stage. · · · 
'I'he intrafusal nuclear-chain fiber contraction was modeled as 
!iu = (2- u) )+- u dt . t t I ~ , ~ ( 11) 
and the intrafusal nuclear-bag muscle fiber contraction as 
r~~ N; = 0.1 ( 2 - N;) Dt - 1 0 N;. (12) 
The net sensory fiber feedback signal, W;, was modeled by a membrane equation with shunt-
ing interactions 
where 
:it W; = (2- W;)J;- lOW;, 
J; = Gp[U; + L;- l'pj+ + G,g([N; + ~~ L; + !',]+), 
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(13) 
(14) 
Ji is the sum of bag and chain receptor potentials, g( w) = w0·3, rP is a threshold corre-
sponding to the muscle resting length, rv is a velocity threshold, and 0 1, and Gv are the 
static (position error) and dynamic (velocity error) gains, respectively. Note that the re-
ceptor potential outputs in (14) are rectified. Equation (13) implies that stimulation of a 
static (chain) fiber and a dynamic (bag) fiber influencing the same Ia fiber would produce 
a greater excitatory effect than either alone, but there would only be partial summation. 
Because Equation (1:3) implies a higher effective gain in signal Wi to an input change t;.Ji 
when Ji is small than when Ji is large, Equation (1:3) avoids the problem of the blocking 
competition model of Schaafsma et al. (1991), which achieved good fits for large values of 
the summed receptor potential (our variable Ji), but not for small values. However, we note 
that the Scha.afsma et al. (1991) model is more detailed than ours along dimensions that 
are not of focal concern in our treatment. In particular, the Schaafsma et al. (1991) model 
attempts to explicate biomechanical bases for the distinct responses of bag and chain poten-
tials to stretch. Our Equation (14) approximates the operating characteristic of this part of 
the spindle system without necessitating a detailed discussion of intrafusal fiber mechanics 
or other possible sources of the distinct responses to stretch (e.g., I< ruse and Poppele, 1991). 
4. Full circuit simulations of single-joint dynamics 
Simulations of point-to-point rnovements illustrate the dynamics of the VITE-FLETE 
model as follows. Figure 6A shows joint position under three conditions for a 50-degree joint 
rotation. As can be seen, the joint approaches its equilibrium position slowly when there 
i::; no velocity error feedback, but (see solid trace) quickly reaches its equilibrium position 
without overshoot when there is feedback that is a slower-than-linear function of the velocity 
error (Equation 14). Figure 6B reveals that the associated velocity profile ac.c.ura.tely refleets 
the desired kinematics. Note in particular the slight rightward skew, which is characteristic 
of the VITE trajectory generator and rnost human r11ovements (Bullock and Grossberg, 
1988, 1991; Nagasaki, 19H9). Panels D-F of Figure 6 illustrate perforrnance when the same 
motion is performed after a :3-fold increase in the mass of the load. As in normal human 
movements under load, an overshoot appears, but end-point oscillations quickly clamp. Close 
inspection of Figure 6E reveals that the arnplitude of end-point oscillations is reduced when 
neurons receivirig Golgi tendon organ (GTO) excitation have a slightly elevated threshold 
(traces rnarked T=0.2). Figure 6F reveals that the circuit also exhibits a tri-phasic burst 
pattern distributed across the two muscle channels, and shows that the elevated threshold 
in GT'O-excitecl cells reduces co-activation during the launching phase. 
Figure 6 
5. A parametric study of speed and inertial load control. 
The emergence of a. tri-phasic burst pattern within the model is irnportant because such 
a pattern is characteristic of fast self-terminated ann movements (Lestienne, 1979). Such 
patterns also appear during the production of isometric force trajectories (Gordon and Ghez, 
1984, 1987a, 1987b). An initial burst of activity (AGl) in the agonist musde is followed, 
during moderate speed and fast movements, by a burst of activity (ANT!) in the antagonist 
muscle. This is often followed by a small second discharge in the agonist channel (AG2). The 
pre::;ence and characteristics of each of the last two components, namely, ANTJ and AG2, 
depend on both the characteristics of the movement and the cognitive state of subjects (Ghez 
and Gordon, 1987; Lestienne, 1979; Wierzbicka, Wiegner, and Shahani, 198G). 
For large amplitude, self-terminated movernents that do not approa,ch limits of joint ro-
tation, an especially clear picture ha::; emerged. As shown in Figure 7, from Lestienne (1979), 
for :30° elbow rotations, the height of both the AGl and ANT! bursts scaled directly with 
both velocity (left colurnn, bottom to top) and inertial load (left versus right column). The 
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direct scaling with velocity was equivalent to inverse scaling with duration. For movements 
made with both low velocity and low load (bottom row, left column), there was no ANT1 
burst. However, even a slow, 1 second movement made with large inertial load exhibited a 
significant ANT1 burst (bottom row, right column). 
Figure 7 
These results were extended by Hoffman and Strick (HJ9:3) in a number of ways. In 
particular, they showed that for fast, low-load movements of equal duration but varying 
amplitude, the size of AG1 scaled directly with amplitude (see also Brown and Cooke, 1981). 
However, if the load was large relative to the force generating capaeity of the muscle, then 
burst height scaling saturated and burst size was increased by prolonging the width of the 
burst (see also Bullock, 1989; Gottlieb, C01·cos, Agarwal, and Latash, 1990). Finally, they 
showed that when subjects were instructed to be very accurate under load, they often moved 
more slowly. This led to a use of pulse width modulation, to scale burst size, that was not 
associated with muscle force saturation. Lestienne (1979) produced a similar effect (Figure 
7, lower vs. middle row) by directly instructing his subjects to move at lower velocity. 
Generally speaking, the AG and ANT bursts exhibit a reciprocal pattern that adjusts to 
movement duration: ANT onset coincides with AG offset, but AG offset occurs later relative 
to movement onset for longer duration movements. As can be seen by comparison with the 
250 ms. horizontal lines that give the time scale for each Figure 7 row, the AG1 and ANT1 
bursts are only half as long in a very fast (- 250 ms., uppei- left) as in a medium speed (-
600 ms., middle left) movement. For very fast movements, signific<mt overlap occurs between 
the falling edge of the AG burst and the rising edge of the ANT burst (upper left part of 
Figure 7). 
The functional role of each of the components of the triphasic burst pattern is apparent 
from a Newtonian perspective (Lestienne, 1979). The initial burst of activity (AG1) launches 
the limb in motion by accelerating the arm to the desired movement velocity. If the movement 
characteristics are such that passive visco-elastic forces cannot stop the on-going movement 
as the arm approaches the target angle, an antagonist burst ( ANT1) is needed to decelerate 
the arm, and indeed the onset of this burst does slightly lead the time of maximum joint 
velocity. Finally, a sufficiently large antagonist burst can produce an undershoot of the 
desired joint angle or desired velocity. Then a late burst of agonist activity (AG2) redirects 
the movement toward the desired angle or velocity. 
To assess model function more thoroughly, we simulated point-to-point movements under 
different inertial loads and velocities as in the experimental paradigms of Lestienne (1979) or 
Hoffman and Strick (199:3). The results indicate that model behavior mimics the behavior 
of the hurrmn EMG and arm during similar circumstances. 
Table 2 
Table 2 summarizes the tracking capabilities of the FLETE model with small and large 
inertial loads for slow and fast movements during a :lOo joint rotation commanded by the 
VITE generator. In the case of a high-mass, fast movement, an overshoot in the joint 
position occurs and the top left panel of Figure 8 shows that simulated muscle force and 
alpha motoneuron activity follow the typical triphasic pattern observed in fast movements 
in the human. The different bursts of activity show little overlap in time. Similarly, for 
a low-mass, high-speed movement (lower left panel of Figure 8), the force and alpha-MN 
activities show multi-phasic patterns, but whose component amplitudes are reduced and 
exhibit greater temporal overlap (compare with Figure 7, upper left). 
In the case of high-mass, slow-speed movements (top right panel of Figure 8) the mo-
toneuron pattern is again tri-phasic: although the force pattern is monophasic (compare with 
Figure 7, lower right). Low-mass, slow-speed movements (lower right panel of Figure 8) 
present essentially monophasic: patterns in both force and motoneuron output patterns. In 
this case, the motoneuron activity shows only a first agonist burst because the mechanical 
response of the antagonist generates sufficient braking force. This effect matches Figure 7, 
lower left and is also seen in the data of Marsden, Obeso, and Rothwell (198:3). In addition, 
the tracking capability is better for the small-mass movement. 
Figure 8 
These results qualitatively match key operating characteristics first observed by Lesti-
enne (1979): The on-demand character of a-MN activation patterns, which is now firmly 
established in the experimental literature where loads and speeds are parametrically varied 
(Lestienne, 1979; Hoffman and Strick, 199:3; Marsden et al., 198:3). The above simulations 
illustrate how model a-MN activation patterns are generated by the simulated circuit as 
needed to allow faster movements or to compensate for larger inertial loads if passive brak-
ing force is insufficient. It is also dear in these simulations that the a-MN activation patterns 
are not preformed in the velocity and position commands that descend from the VITE gener-
ator. Therefore, the model is consistent with the hypothesis that these patterns can einerge 
from spinal interactions (Bullock and Grossberg, 1988, 1992; Feldman, 1986). 
6. Subcircuit contributions to genesis of a-MN activation patterns. 
Figure 9 
The rnodel can aJso be used to generate rnore refined hypothese:; regarding EMG pattern 
genesis. One such hypothesis may help explain the results reported by Sanes and .Jennings 
(1984). To replicate e<ulier observations of tri-phasic bursts, they showed that in normal 
subjects during active movement, the electromyogram shows at least two separate responses 
(AG1 and AG2) and the antagonist El'v!G exhibits one large response (ANTI). However, as 
shown in Figure 9, they also found that when somesthetic afTerents were ischemically inac-
tivated, a similar though smaller-scale pattern of responses was obtained. This observa,tion 
led them to suggest that the tri-phasic patterning of muscle activity does not depend on 
aJTerent information. The qualitative re:mlts of Sanes and .Jennings can be simulated using 
a deafl'erented VITE-FLETE systcm1. The basic patterning of EMG activity can result frorr) 
the c:ornbined effect of a central pattem generator and the intrinsic: pattern of connectivity 
and pathway delays in the spinal circuitry, even in the absence of sensory feedback. However, 
sensory feedback is needed to scale the pattern appropriately. 
Figure 10 depicts cv-MN activities from VlTE-FLE'I'E simulations based on the full 
network of Figure 5 and on the deafferented network shown in the lower part of Figure I 0 
during single-joint a.nn movements. The top panels show simulations of the circuit (A) 
intact, (B) with spindle feedback deactivated, a.nd (C) with spindle feedback and Renshaw 
cells deactivated. 
Figure 10 
In the first two cases, the tri-phasic burst pattern is generated (AG1-ANTI-AG2) as 
in the Sanes and .Jennings's experirnents. With spindle feedback deactivated, the overall 
amplitude of the pattern is smaller than in the intact F'LETE model. A similar down-scaling 
was observed in Sanes and .Jennings's subjects with somesthetic afferent blockade (Figure 
9). In (C), with spindle feedback and the Renshaw network deactivated, the individual 
components of the EMG pattern diS<1Jlpear. In both cases (B) and (C), the Ib pathway from 
GTOs was intact; it was therefore not the factor that determined whether the triphasic burst 
was generated. These simulations predict that the tri-phasic burst pattern can be generated 
locally, due to the interaetions and delays of spinal circuitry, without afferent feedback, and 
without being preformed in de::;c:encling cornrnands. Is there an adaptive advantage here? 
Once the limb is launched, neural processes brake the movement for self-termination at 
the desired final joint angle. Sensitivity to position and velocity errors in the antagonist (in 
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our example, extensor) muscle channel can generate some braking activity but only after the 
movement has begun to overshoot the desired position or veloc.ity. A supplemental, earlier 
acting, mechanism for generating a braking pulse would use a measurement of the actual 
launehing force pulse in the agonist channel as a basis for generating a matched braking 
pulse in the antagonist channel. 
In principle, two sites might initiate such b1:aking actions: GTOs and Renshaw cells. 
One possible pathway for such action is shown in the lower medial part of Figure 5. During 
a flexion movement, a golgi tendon organ (GTO) sensitive to muscle force excites the Ib1 
interneuron and the eelllabeled X1. lb1 in turn inhibits the eell X1. Cell X1 in turn projects 
to eell Y1, which excites the antagonist muscle. Thus if muscle 1 generates a large launching 
force, this event is sensed by the GT01> which activates cells Ib1 and X1. The X1 to Y1 
to Mz excitatory path generates a braking foree in muscle 2 that is scaled to the size of 
the musele I launehing foree. The two-cell pathway to the antagonist alpha-motoneuron 
pool M2 ereates a lag that helps prevent premature braking. An exc.itatory pathway like 
the OT01 ~ X 1 ~ M2 pathway is often depicted (e.g., Kandel & Sehwartz, 1985, p. 46I) 
as a substrate for the so-ealled inverse myotatic reflex of Laporte and Lloyd (1952), who 
observed both di- and tri-synaptic excitation. However, without the additional inhibitory 
link from I b1 to X1, the OTCh ~ X1 ~ Mz pathway would lead to tonic antagonist activation 
whenever there was tonic agonist activation. This would be dysfunctional and has not been 
observed. The inhibitory eonnection from I b1 to X1 can ensure that the X1 output is near 
zero whenever flexor foree is constant or declining. The small network composed of GT01, 
Ib1, and X1 can be thought of as an operator whose output is an approximation to the 
time derivative of agonist channel force during the interval when the la.unching force pulse 
is rising, and zero otherwise. 
A second pathway for measuring the agonist launching pulse and generating a propor-
tionate antagonist braking pulse also exists in the model and in vivo (see lower part of Figure 
10). The elimina.tion of this Renshaw pathway in simulation condition (C) resulted in disap-
pearanee of the triphasic burst pattern. In partieular, Renshaw cell RAG registers the M NAG 
launching pulse and then inhibits both I aAG and RANT· Beeause I aAo and RANT in turn 
inhibit M NANT (through pathways labelled band c with the same latency), inhibiting them 
disinhibits M N ANT> which will generate a pulse if M N ANT bas an excitatory input that is 
unmasked by the disinhibition. This would always be true if there is a co-contractive input. 
Inhibition of IaAG and RANT also disinhibits IaANT> whieh then inhibits MNAG· This 
inhibition improves reciprocal patterning of the EMG. Once the input to RAo collapses, so 
does its inhibition of M NAG> I aAc;, and RANT· If there is excitatory drive to M NAG> it will 
show a rebound. Thus it is easy to see how the tri-phasic: pattern survives deafferentation, 
as in the data of Sanes and .Jennings (1984), if there is some descending co-contractive drive 
(signal P in the FLETE model). In faet, data of Wierzbicka et a!. (1986) indicate that 
subjects may show rather high levels of co-activation in these rapid movement tasks, and the 
tendency to stiffen may be enhanced by the novelty of the ischemic: deafferentation procedure 
used by Sanes and .Jennings. 
Note that the c:irc:uit a-MNs .:±; Renshaw cell .::, a-MNs forms an inhibitory feedback 
loop. Because there is a synaptic delay between the excitation of Renshaw eells and the 
inhibition of a-MNs, transients can pass without being suppressed by the Renshaw cells. 
However, this local circuitry limits the steady-state gain of excitatory signals through the a-
MN stage and thereby provides proteetion in a system with potent sensory feedback pathways 
and long signal delays, which could otherwise cause instabilities. This stabilizing function is 
illustrated by the simulations in Figure I 1. The multiplication factor, or gain, of the position 
error component of the fa fiber input to the a-MNs was varied over an order of magnitude 
with little effect on end-point oscillations as long as Renshaw inhibition was intact. But 
significant instability appeared if both Renshaw and Ib inhibition were eliminated. 
Figure 11 
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By combining the analysis of the Sa,nes and .Jennings ( 1984) results with the observa-
tion that Renshaw inhibition controls the gain of the stretch rellex, we arrive at a better 
understanding of how the monosynaptic I a feedbacks cooperate with I a! N and Renshaw 
actions to efr(;ct inertial load compensation as seen in the classical tri-phasic burst pattern. 
Table :l presents a time history of significant changes in inputs to agonist and antagonist 
rnotoneurons during a movement episode in which, due to the speed of movement or the mass 
of the load, the limb initially falls behind and later exceeds the desired velocity (assuming 
a bell-shaped desired velocity profile). The upper part of the Table shows four sources of 
inputs to the agonist a-MN pool; the lower part shows inputs to the antagonist pool. A 
"+ E" means an increment relative to the pre-movement baseline in an excitatory input, and 
a "-E" means a decrement in excitatory input relative to baseline. Similarly "+I" is an in-
crement in an inhibitory input, etc. Interval T1 shows the pre-movement situation. Interval 
T2 shows perturbations to the spinal circuit as descending reciprocal commands A 1 and A2 
have just begun to change. Interval 73 :,;bows the input pattern that obtains once a velocity 
error is registered due to the lagging limb. Interval 74 shows the input pattern when the 
desired and actual velocities are approximately equal. Interval T5 shows the input pattern 
when the limb's momentum has caused its velocity to exceed the (declining) desired velocity. 
Note that the antagonist a-MN pool's response to its enhanced fa input depends on the 
magnitude of the-/ from RANT and the-/ from fa! NAG· These inhibition decrements are 
in turn scaled to the size of the prior RAe burst, because RAe inhibits RANT and I a! N Ae· 
Thus the RAG bmst modulates the gain of the antagonist stretch reflex used to brake the 
movement. 
'I'able :l 
The potentially serious consequences of too much Renshaw inhibition suggest the need 
for adaptive control of the Renshaw-a-MN linkage. In fact, I-lenat:;ch et al. ( 1986) have 
shown differential effects of stimulation of the eat's Red Nucleus on lumbar a-MNs and their 
Renshaw cells. In particular they showed that a mechanism for transient decoupling of the 
Ren:;haw-a-MN linkage exists in the form of a Reel Nucleus projection that excites a-MNs 
and inhibits their Renshaw cells. Strong nucleus interpositus inputs to Reel Nucleus suggest 
that the rubro-spinal projection may mediate cerebellar rnodulation of the gain of the signals 
passing through the a-MN pools. The benefits of such modulation have been demonstrated 
in sirnulation (Bullock, Contreras-Vidal, and Grossberg, 199:lc:; Contrcras-Vidal, 1994) and 
will be elaborated in a subsequent paper. 
7. Spring-like properties of FLETE during trajectory formation. 
Experiments with both intact and deaffercnted monkeys during visually evoked single 
joint elbow Hexion and extension (Bizzi, Accornero, Chapple, and Hogan, 1984) suggest that 
the central nervous system programs a slow, gradual shift of the equilibrium position from 
the initial position of the movement to the target position, instead of a sudden, discontinuous 
tmnsition to the final position. This is a fundamental characteristic of the VITE trajectory 
generator, as shown in Figure 213. 
Here it is shown that the combined VITE-FLETE system can reproduce the experimental 
results of Bizzi et al. (1984). The Bizzi et al. experiments involved visually-evoked single 
joint Hexion and extension of the monkey's elbow in both intact and deafferented monkeys 
who could not view their arm. In their paradigm, the monkey's forearm was brieily restrained 
to remain in its initial position after a light indicated that the movement to the final position 
should begin. After a holding time of variable duration, the forearm was then released and 
allowed to move. Results showed that movements to the target after the forearm was released 
were consistently fa:,;ter than control movements rnade in the absence of a holding action. 
Furthennore, the acceleration transients increased with holding time over a range much 
longer than would be expected if the command to the muscles had changed abruptly to its 
finaJ value. · 
l(j 
In our simulations of the Bizzi et al. paradigm, the arm is briefly held in its current 
equilibrium state (e.g. initial position) after a new target position has been specified in the 
VITE circuit and the PPV stage has begun to integrate the DVV command. Thus signals 
A1 and A2 to the FLETE begin to change toward their terminal values. The simulations 
are performed for a 55° joint flexion in the intact VITE-FLETE system, and with simulated 
lesions in the spindle feedback and force feedback in the deafferented case. The control 
movements, with no holding action, were also simulated for these cases. 
Figure 12 
For the ease with both kinds of feedback intact, Column (A) of Figure 12 shows the joint 
position, velocity, and acceleration, as well as the agonist motoneuron activity for (a) the 
control movement (no holding of the arm); (b) a holding time of 50 msec; (c) 100 msec; and 
(d) 200 msec. The joint position traces show that after the holding period, the joint is free 
to move and does so with increasing velocity as the holding time increases. Therefore, joint 
rotations to the target angle after the arm is released are faster than the control rotations 
without holding action. The plot of joint accelerations shows that the amplitude of these 
variables inc:rease with the duration of the holding action. The agonist motoneuron shows a 
tendency to form a plateau of activity as the holding time is increased. This occurs because 
the excitatory stretch feedback is in approximate balance with the inhibitory force feedback. 
Column (B) of Figure 12 shows the same variables in the FLETE system without spindle 
feedback. In particular, the spindle model response was set to zero, so that no stretch reflex 
was active during the task. The holding times were the same, as was the amplitude of the 
movement. By comparing columns (A-B), it can be seen that the behavior of the model is 
similar for the intact and the deafferented FLETE system. However, the time course of the 
variables reveals degraded dynamic position and velocity tracking due to the lack of stretch 
feedback: joint veloCities and accelerations have lower peak values in the deafferented case. 
This is in agreement with Bizzi et al. (1984), which showed that in the deafferented monkeys, 
smaller acceleration transients are produced. These simulations show that the effect of adding 
stretch feedback (case A) is to improve the tracking capabilities of the system shown in case B. 
The fourth row shows that inhibitory force feedback, which accumulated during the holding 
period, c:an progressively depress agonist o:-MN activity when spindle-based excitation is 
absent. 
Finally, column (C) of Figure 12 shows the fully deafferentec! FLETE system without 
spindle and force feedback pathways. As in case (B), the joint acceleration transients are 
smaller than in the intact system. In addition, the system shows oscillations along the 
entire trajectory and about the endpoint. These oscillations arise during an interval when 
M1 and M2, the o:-MN activation levels, are constant. Therefore it must he produced 
by the interactions among the contractile state and force generation processes. There are 
two feeclbac:ks to consider within this subsystem: the lengtldeedback to the force generation 
process (Equation A5) and the force feedback to the contrac:tile state process (Equation A6). 
The length feedback is unlikely to generate the oscillation because its effect on force output 
is instm1taneous. However, Equation A6 in the Appendix implies that the force feedback can 
induce hi-phasic effects of opposite sign on contractile state; i.e., an oscillation. In particular, 
high force rapidly induces yielding, a depression of contractile state. This instantaneously 
reduces force (Equation A5) but also establishes conditions for a slower recovery phase. This 
slower recovery occurs because constant neural input M; re-engages the yielded fibers at a 
rate controlled by parameter (! in Equation A6. 
Such oscillations are not as apparent in the full de<tfferentation experiments of Bizzi 
et al. The discrepancy indicates that the natural limb-muscle system h<ts more intrinsic 
clamping than so far incorporated in the FLETE model. One known source is the force-
velocity characteristic of muscle (Hill, 19:)8). If added to the model, it leads to a further 
improvement in performance. By omitting it, it becomes easier to see, by comp;u-ing cases 
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(A) and (B) with case (C), the impressive damping contributed by the afferent feedback 
incorporated in the full circuit modeled by F'LETE. · 
8. Discussion. 
The results reported above significantly extend those reported in Bullock and Grossberg 
( 1992). In that report, we showed that a FLETE circuit parameterized to a.!! ow independent 
control of joint angle and stiffness could also exhibit realistic dynamics and triphasic burst 
patterns if augmented by a velocity-error feedback. However, the velocity-error feedback 
was computed by differentiating the length-error feedback. In this and brief earlier reports 
(Bullock, Contreras-Vidal, and Grossberg, 1992, l99:lb ), we showed how a velocity-error 
feedback can be generated more directly by a system that includes a descending desired ve-
locity command to l'n-MNs that activate velocity-sensitive intrafusal bag fibers. Simulations 
have shown that the functional advantages of velocity error feedback include better dynamic 
tracking and greater stability. In the introduction, we argued that these properties are a 
resultant of both the velocity-error feedback and the bell-like shape of the desired velocity 
profile. 
Mcintyre and Bizzi ( 199:l) have recently argued similarly for velocity-error feedback, and 
the general form of their proposed circuit is strikingly similar to a subset of the circuit in 
Bullock, Contreras-Vidal, and Grossberg (1992; 199:lb) and in Figure 5 of this report. In 
p<erticular, the Mcintyre and Bizzi ( 1 99:l) circuit (redrawn here as Figure I:l) incorporates 
the FLETE rnodel postulates that the descending desired position command should be de-
livered to n-MNs and ')'-MNs in parallel, and that there is also a descending desired velocity 
command delivered to some spinal cell population other than n-MNs. 
Despite the obvious correspondences, there remain important differences between the 
amended equilibrium-point model of Mcintyre and Bizzi (199:l) and the VITE-FLETE model 
schematized in Figure 5. Because many of these differences are key to understanding the 
results presented above, we will briefly enumerate them here. Where appropriate, we will 
also note similarities and differences between the VlTE-F'LETE model and the extended A 
rnodel of Feldrnan and colleagues (Feldman, 198G; Levin, Feldman, Milner, and Lamarre, 
1992). 
!. Mc!Cielrwmenclaiure: Defining equili!Jrium-poini (EP) models. 
If Newtonian rneclmnics applies to animal postures, then all models capable of explaining 
actively maintained postures are in one sense equilibrium point models. This is because 
postural fixation is possible in a Newtonian system only if the torques of opposite sign 
acting across the joint arc in balance. In this sense, the VITE-F'LETE model, the n model 
of Polit & Bizzi (1979) and the,\ rnodel of Feldman (198G) are all equilibrium point (EP) 
models. 
However, if the EP hypothesis were no rnore than the hypothesis tha,t biomechanics is 
Newtonian, it would have attracted little interest. The core of the EP hypothesis was instead 
the postulate that the kinematics of animal movements should be viewed as a secondary con-
sequence of abruptly instated changes in the parameters (resting length and/or stiffness) of 
opposing spring-like elements capable of generating torques across the joint. Corresponding 
to the hypothesis that dmnges of spring parameters were abrupt was the hypothesis that, for 
movements of eqw1l amplitude, speed was controlled wholly by the spring stiffness. If move-
ment kinenmtics could be explained as a secondary consequence of abrupt changes in spring 
parameters, then a theory of movement generation would have no need for internal genera-
tion of desired movernent kinematics. In fact, the whole problem of generating movements 
from postme A to posture H would be reduced to instating the spring pararneters needed to 
hold postme B. Then the limb would spring to the new posture a.t a rate determined by the 
stiffness setting. In an earlier paper (Bullock and Grossberg, 1988), we therefore renamed 
this purist subset of equilibrimn point models "spring to endpoint" models of movement 
control. We hence forth refer to such models as STE models. 
lk 
Both before and since the critique of STE models in Bullock and Grossberg (1988), the-
or·etical and empirical considerations have rapidly accumulated against an STE formulation 
of EP models. A key empirical study was the Bizzi et aL (1984) experiment, which we 
simulated in Section 7. In particular, that study refuted the STE postulate that spring 
parameters are abruptly reset to final values. Though "equivalent spring parameters" re-
main an important conceptual reference for theories of posture and movement, movement 
generation cannot be reduced to shifts of posture commands. 
If the STE postulate of abrupt shifts of spring parameters is abandoned as definitive 
of an EP theory, then what remains are two rather indisputable defining postulates: that 
biomechanics are Newtonian, and that animals use spring-like elements to generate the forces 
required for postural fixation and movement. In Bullock & Contreras-Vidal (1992), we 
pointed out that the VITE-FLETE model is an EP model under this alternative definition. 
However, because the label "EP model" implies so little about neural aspects of movement 
generation in the absence of the auxiliary STE postulate, we will avoid this label in the 
subsequent discussion of similarities and differences among VITE-FLETE and other models 
of the EP c:lass. · 
2. Time course ancl dimensionality of movement-generating centra.! variables. 
In any opponent-spring system, there are two parameters in each opposing spring that 
can affect movement: the threshold length for force development and the stiffness. The 
STE hypothesis presumed that the threshold lengt.hs for force development were abruptly 
changed in both agonist and antagonist muscles by equivalent amounts in opposite directions. 
Because the agonist would then have a large above threshold length while the antagonist's 
length was far below threshold, this would generate the force imbalance needed to launch 
the limb. If stiffness were incremented as well, the force imbalance would be amplified and 
a higher velocity would result. 
Alternatives to the STE model can also be formulated in terms of their assumptions 
about the time course of centrally-generated changes in these parameters. Among current 
formulations, perhaps the closest to the STE model is the .\ formulation of Feldman and 
associates (Feldman, 1986; Levin et al., 1992). In the .\ model, a command, R, reciprocally 
adjusts the threshold lengths for force developments by agonist and antagonist muscles, while 
a coactivation command, C, lowers both thresholds and thereby adjusts both the agonist 
and ant<<gonist stiffness in the same way. Moreover, part of the original STE formulation 
is preserved in the .\ model postulate that fast movement are genentted by large, abruptly 
instated increments inC and therefore in joint stiffness. The.\ model further postulates that 
the R command is changed at a rate, fAR, that is constant during movement, though this rate 
may differ for different desired movement velocities. No mechanism is provided for central 
generation of R or C commands. Nor is any explanation offered for why trapezoidal velocity 
profiles, which would be expected if fAR were indeed constant during the movement interval, 
are never observed, even in very slow movements. In addition, the model is contradicted by 
observations that rapid movements are frequently performed with moderate to low levels of 
co-activation (Bennett, Hollerbach, Xu, and Hunter, 1992). 
By contrast, the most recent EP formulation from Bizzi's laboratory (Mcintyre and 
Bizzi, 199:3) has adopted the postulates that rapid movements ean be produced without 
large stiffnesses, that the descending reciprocal command is sigmoid-shaped in time, as 
would be expected if it were the integral of a bell-shaped desired velocity command, and 
that the sigmoid-shaped input to the muscle eontrol channels is supplemented by phasic 
inputs related to the discrepancy between actual and desired velocity. These postulates, all 
shared by the formulation in Bullock, Contrents-Vidal, and Grossberg (1992; 199:3a) and in 
the present paper, make the Mcintyre and Bizzi (199:3) formulation more consistent with 
available data, but represent a significant departure from the STE formulation of EP theory. 
3. Distinctive aspects of the VITE-FLETE theory. 
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We can now quickly enumerate the two most distinctive aspects of the VITE-FLETE 
theory. They are: 
a) Rather than assuming descending velocity and position commands, we have proposed the 
VITE circuit (Bullock and Grossberg, 1988) to explain their neural genesis. This circuit 
also explains aspects of motor plan priming, variable-speed control, and synchronization of 
synergists, while correctly predicting the observed duration-dependent asymmetry in human 
velocity profiles (Nagasaki, 1989). Whereas VITE generates trajectories wholly in motor 
coordinates, it has recently been extended to incorporate a transformation from spatial 
to motor coordinates (Bullock, Grossberg, and Guenther, 199:3; Fiala, 1994). The resultant 
DIRECT model retains critical VITE properties while also providing motor equivalent inverse 
kinematics through flexible and accurate use of redundant degrees ·of freedom. Extensibility 
of these models to curved trajectory control and handwriting has also been demonstrated 
(Bullock, Grossberg, and Mannes, 1994) and to speech production by Guenther (1994). 
b) Whereas the .\ model of Feldman and associates and the servo model of Mcintyre and 
Bizzi assume that the opponent muscle system has invariant operating characteristics that 
make it susceptible to control by simple descending signals, the FLETE theory bas been 
developed to explain bow spinal circuitry has evolved to guarantee that the opponent nemo-
muscuhU' ensemble will indeed have operating chMacteristics that promote reliable execution 
of descending commands. Many of the operating characteristics important for posture were 
already reviewed in Bullock Sz. Contreras-Vidal (199:3). We now use the new simulations 
reported above to highlight operating characteristics important during movernent. 
4. Dywuuic operating chill'itcieristics en:tblecl by the VJTE-FLETE circuit. 
For stability in a feedback system susceptible to significant signal lags, it is critical that 
feedback gains remain modest, as noted in the introduction. In the FLETE circuit, feedback 
gains are auto-regulated to rernain modest by feedback inhibition from Renshaw cells. This 
property was illustrated in Section 6. 
In order to generate the wide range of forces, from very small to very large, that are re-
quired for movement, the motoneuron pools obey a progressive rec:ruitment principle, namely 
the size principle. However, progressive recruitment. introduces nonlinearities that could 
make it diilicult to control the balance of force across the joint. We have shown that the 
multiple feedbacks and interactions between model nemon types in the agonist and antago-
nist channels work dynamically to compensate such nonlinearities and assure the balance· of 
forces needed to realize the desired trajectory. 
Much of the responsibility for braking movements ultimately falls to registration of veloc-
ity errors in the antagonist channel. The FLETE model forrnalizes the substrate that allows 
registration and feedback of these errors, and the VlTE circuit generates the reference ve-
lodty signals via the DVV vector, against which the actual rate of extrafusal shortening can 
be compared, via the 1 IrMN ~ intmfusal projection. 
Survival of the antagonist burst, albeit in reduced form, following deafferentation indi-
cates that braking pulse:s can be generated by a pathway other than· the I a feedback from 
spindles. Though higher brain cei1ters are also likely to be involved, FLETE circuit simu-
httions showed that the Renshaw pathway can generate a braking pulse in the antagonist 
channel if some co-activation is present. The same pathway helps scale the gain of the antag-
onist stretch reflex to match characteristics of the load "measured" by RenshilW cells during 
the launch phase. 
In conclusion, several lirnitations of the current study should be noted. This work has 
focused on the implications of fixed connectivity and sign of action in model spinal and 
supra-spinal networks. Thus, neuron types have been distinguished primarily by how they 
were embedded in the network. The analysis has therefore omitted any detailed discussion 
of possibly distinct biophysics of the distinct cell types, or of other types of switching or 
gating that n1a.y oecm within thc;;e pathways (e.g., McCrea, 1992). Data not considered 
20 
here indicate that a more veridical model will include greater biophysical complexity and 
more network gating. The model system described here can nonetheless provide a unified 
explanation of many challenging data, as well as a principled basis for understanding the 
need for additional complexity. 
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Appendix A: Model System Equations 
This appendix gives complete mathematical specifications of the VITE and FLETE 
models. 
Simulation methods All simulations were performed using the Runge-Kutta fourth-
order method and/or Runge-Kutta-Nystriim method. Simulatioi1s were pei-formed by inte-
grating the dynamical system that defines the model. The simulations were started with all 
the system's variables initially set to 0.0. · 
VITE model equations 
GO signal: The GO signal can be a slower-than-linear, faster-than-linear, or sigmoidal 
function of time. In the simulations presented in this article, both sigmoidal and faster-
than-linear functions were used. · 
Faster- tha.n-linea.r: 
00 = 0 0(t/500) 14u[t] 
Sigmoid: 
GO signal scalar: 
G0 = [0.05, 20] 
GO growth onset gate 
U[tl = { 1 if t_. > 0; 
. 0 if t ::; 0 
Difference vector: 
7i =Target position vector (TPV) for muscle channel i, i=l,2 
P; = Present position vector (PPV) 
Present position vector (integrator): 
_rip= [V]+G -- [V-]+C: dt ' ' . J .• 
i, .i = 1, 2, where i and .i command muscle antagonists. 
Desired velocity vector: 
V;O 
FLETE model equations 
Force-length relationship of muscle: 
i = (1,2) = (Agonist,Antagonist) 
k = [1- :l] 
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(A!) 
(A2) 
(A3) 
(A4) 
(A5) 
F; = Agonist muscle force 
L; = Agonist muscle length 
r; = 20.9 = Resting rnuscle length 
C; = Contractile state 
g(w) = w2 
Contractile state of muscle: 
~~ C; = f:3;[(B;- C;)M;- C;]- [F;- rpj+ 
rF =l.O 
M; = cx-MN pool activity in muscle control channel i 
B; = Nmnbcr of contractile fibers 
Origin-to-insertion muscle lengths (single joint. simulations): 
L1 = J( co.s(::) )2 + (20- .sin(-) )2 
(-) = .Joint angle 
Limb dynamics (single joint simulations): 
rJ2(.) l(l' I' 1, d(J) -~ 2 - = -I '1 - '2 + 'e-n-it -( l m ( ' 
F;.=external force 
Fi=force associated with muscle i 
;11H = Angular velocity in radians 
!, = Moment of Inertia = l unless specified otherwise 
n = [0.1 -- o.:l] = Viscosity coefficient 
Contraction rate: 
{?; = 0.05 + O.Ol(A; + P + E;) 
A; = P; = Present position command 
P = Coactivation signal = 0.:3 unless specified otherwise 
E; = Stretch feedback 
Number of contractile fibers: 
B; = O.:l + :l(A; + P + E;) 
Renshaw recruitment rate: 
M; = n-MN activity 
Renshaw population activity: 
Z; = 0.05 + 0.05( M;) 
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(A6) 
(A7) 
(A8) 
(A9) 
(A 10) 
(All) 
(1112) 
r1t R; = (5 * B;- R;)z;M;- R;(0.8 + Rj) (A13) 
Renshaw population output signal: 
Jt!- = [R]+ = M ax[O R]. 
t t ' ' i (A14) 
Alpha MN population activity: 
:t M; = (-\B;- M;)(A; + P + E; + Y/)- (M; + 1.6)(0.2 + Rt +X(+ Ij) (A15) 
X; = Ib force feedback 
Y; = rate of change of Ib force feedback 
Alpha MN population output signal: 
M;+ = Ma.r,[O,m;] 
laiN population activity (feedback network): 
:/; = (10- I;)( A;+ P + E;)- (!; + 1.0)(1 + Rt +If) 
laiN population activity (feedforward network): 
~~I;= (10- I;)(A; + P + E;+) ·- (!; + 1.0)(1 + Rf +I/) 
laiN population output signal: 
I( = M ax[O, I;] 
IbiN population activity: 
~~X;= 0.2(5- X;)Fi- X;(0.8 + 0.2 * Xj) 
X cell population activity: 
X2; = 0.2(5- X2;)F;- X2;(1 + X2;) 
Y cell population activity: 
dl·t Y; = 0.2(5- Y;)X2;- Y;(l + Y+) ( • J 
Y cell population output signal: 
l';+ = M ax[O, Y;- 0.2] 
:ll 
(A16) 
(A17) 
(A18) 
(A 18) 
(A19) 
(A20) 
(A21) 
(A22) 
Static gamma MN activity: 
(~~Si = 5 * (2 -- Si)(Ai + P)- (Si + 1.2)(0.2 + 0.:3 * h(Rt)) (A23) 
h( w) = o11-u> 
Static gamma MN output signal: 
St = Max[O,Si] (A24) 
Intrafusal static gamma muscle contraction: 
(~~ ui = (2.o - ui)st- ui (A25) 
Dynamic gamma MN activity: 
(% Di = (il-- Di)(100 * [V;Ci]+ + P)- (Di + 1.2)(1 + 100 * [V/i]+ + 0.5 * h(Rt)) (A26) 
Dynamic gamma MN output signal: 
Dt = M ax[O, Di] 
Intrafusal dynamic gam1na muscle contraction: 
Spindle organ responses: 
where 
g(w) = w0.3 
Gp = 1.0 
Gv = [2- 5] 
rp = [20.9- 21.11 
i'v = 0 
Stretch feedback: 
0 8 =' [l -- 40J=Ga.in of feedback 
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(A27) 
(A28) 
I 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
Connection Type 
excitatory 
a-MN·....., R-
' I 
inhibitory 
R; _,a-M N; 
inhibitory 
R; _,I a! N; 
inhibitory 
R; _,1-M N; 
inhibitory 
R; _, Ri 
inhibitory 
I a! N;....., a-M N1 
inhibitory 
I a! N; _,I, I N1 
excitatory 
I a; fiber_, I a! N; 
excitatory 
I a; fiber _, a-M N; 
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Table I: Evidence for cell connectivity and physiology incorporated in the FLETE model. 
Low Speed 
Force: 
Alpha-MN: 
High Speed 
Force: 
Alpha-MN: 
Low mass 
Good position tracking 
Srmtll, long AGI . 
Small, long AG I 
Delayed position tracking 
Medium AG I, small AN'rl 
Brief AGl, small ANTI 
High mass 
Delayed position tracking 
Medium AGI 
Medium AGI & ANTI; small AG2 
Delayed tracking & overshoot 
Large AGI, small ANTI 
Laq?;e AGI & ANTI; small AG2 
Table 2: Effects of load and speed in single joint movements. 
AANT 
fa ANT 
RANT 
fa! NAG 
-E 
Tz 
+E 
+E 
-1 
-E 
-E 
+1 
73 T4 15 
+E +E 
-E 
+I +1 
+1 
-E -E 
+E 
-1 -1 
-1 
Table :3: Time history of changes in inputs to alpha motoneurons illustrates emergence of 
bi-phasic: bursting, with the agonist burst in interval T3 and the antagonist burst in interval 
To. 
Figure Captions 
Figure 1. The VITE circuit, adapted from Bullock and Grossberg (1988). The circuit allows 
central priming of a displacement command, the difference vector (DV), which is computed 
by comparing a target position vector (TPV) with the present position vector (PPV). The DV 
stage output is gated by a multiplicative, volitional GO signal (G). The product of DV and 
G defines a desired velocity vector (DVV). Activating G initiates a trajectory generation 
cycle during which DVV and PPV specify the desired kinematics for the movement (see 
Figure 2). The PPV stage is modeled as an integrator, or tonic cell, stage, capable of storing 
the command for whatever posture is reached during the movement. Inhibitory interactions 
between the agonist and antagonist command channels allow rec:iprocal operation of the two 
integrator stages needed to control each opponent muscle set. 
. . 
Figure 2. Activation histories of neural stages within the VITE circuit during a trajectory 
generation cycle. A: The rate of growth of the multiplicative gating signal, GO(t), controls 
movement rate. B: The DV or difference vector begins large but is reduced to zero by 
feedback from the PPV stage. C: The desired velocity vector or DVV is formed as the 
product of the growing GO signal and the declining DV. The result is a smooth, bell-shaped, 
desired velocity. D: The present position vector or PPV starts at a value corresponding to 
the initial posture command. By integrating the DVV, it evolves smoothly to reach the 
final position defined by the TPV ( = target position vector, not shown because its value 
is constant during the trajectory generation cycle). In panels B, C, D, the upward moving 
traces belong to the agonist; downward traces belong to the antagonist command channel. 
Figure 3. A step-by-step reconstruction of spinal circuitry and biomechanical elements 
incorporated in the FLETE model. A: Reciprocal descending excitatory commands A1 and 
A2 separately address alpha,- motoneuron pools associated wit'l1 opponent extrafusal muscles. 
B: A descending coactivating command, P, sent to both alpha-motoneuron pools allows co-
contraction of opponent muscles. C: Feedforward reciprocal inhibition mediated by mutually 
inhibitory Ia interneurons provides robust protection against ;;aturativc loss of sensitivity to 
differences in net excitatory inputs to the alpha-motoneuron pools. D: A size principle of 
motoneuron recruitment aggregates cellular force generators in a way that ensures a wide 
force range at any muscle length and helps compensate for mcchanieal yielding. E: Renshaw 
eells help compensate for the non-linear amplifieation associated with the size principle. F: 
Ib interneurons help compensate for rnusele fatigue and supplement Renshaw compensation 
for nonlinearities associated with the size principle. G: The gamma-motonenron, intrafusal 
n1u:>cle, spindle organ, and Ia fiber feedback allow measurcrnent of trajectory errors in mus-
cle length coordinates. The Ia feedback is used at the spinal level to partially compensate 
positioning errors via dual projection to alpha-rnotoneurons and Ia interneurons. H: Dif-
ferentiatioil of the gamma motoneuron, intrafusal system into static and dynamic channels 
allows cornputation· of position and velocity errors in muscle length eoordinates. 
Figure 4. Equilibria of FLETE model state variables for a full range of values of the 
reciprocal joint position command (Ar - A2) and the joint stiffness cornrnand, P. Values of 
P varied in increments of 0.04 from 0.0 to Cl.76. A: Muscle length is linearly related to Ar-
A2 but is invariant under changes in P. B: .Joint angle is mototonic in J\ 1 - !12 and invariant 
in P. C: Alpha-MN activity is linearly related to P and becomes non-monotonic in Ar ·- Az 
at high values of P. D: Static gamma-MN activity is near-linearly related to both P and Ar 
- !12. E: Renshaw activity is near-linear in P and slightly faster-than-linear in Ar - J\2. F: 
Ia interneuron activity is dornina.ted by a linear relationship to Ar ···· A2. 
Figure 5. Proposed linlmge between a central trajectory generating circuit (VI'l'E model, 
upper part) and a spino-muscular force generating circuit (FLETE model, lower part). De-
sired position connna.nds (A 1, J\2) reach both alpha and gamma-static motoneurons, and Ia 
:lG 
interneurons. Desired velocity commands reach gamma-dynamic: motoneurons. Mathemati-
cal deta,ils specifying the model can be found in the text and appendix. 
Figure 6. Simulated neural and biomec:hanic:al dynamics for various choices of afferent signal 
functions in the FLETE circuit. Plots show joint angular position, velocity, or alpha-MN 
activity as a function of time. A, B, C: Dynamics with small inertial load. D, E, F: Dynamics 
with large inertial load illustrate emergence of multi-phasic behavior. A: Best performance 
when feedback Ia signal is a slower-than-linear function of velocity error registered by model 
nuclear bag receptor. B: Best performance shows smooth, bell-shaped velocity profile. C: 
Monophasic alpha-MN bursts with small load. D, E: Endpoint oscillations induced by larger 
load are reduced by adding a threshold (T = 0.2) to cells receiving the excitatory force 
feedback signal. F: Larger load leads to emergence of triphasic AGl, ANTI, AG2 burst 
pattern in alpha-MN pools. Thresholding the excitatory force feedback reduces alpha-MN 
pool eo-activation during all phases of movement. 
Figure 7. Averaged data of agonist-antagonist motor output underlying flexion movements 
of 30° performed against two extreme inertial loads and at different velocities. Each of the 
five sets of recordings represents the average of 20 movements performed at the same velocity 
and against the same inertial load. On the left: three sets of movements performed against 
a small inertial load (1 = 0.190 kgjm 2) and reaehing three increasing peak velocities (V1 , V2, 
V3 ). On the right: two sets of movements performed against an inertial load which varies by 
almost three times (1 = 0.580 kgjm 2). The two peaks of velocity are V1 and Vz, respectively. 
0: angular velocity; B and T: reetifying and filtering surface activity of agonist (biceps) <mel 
antagonist (triceps), respectively; da9 : duration of the burst of agonist activity; tant' data of 
the onset of antagonist activity. The dotted lines indicate the background activity of agonist 
and antagonist prior and during the movements. The vertiealline indicates the onset of the 
burst of activity in biceps. For each set of movements reaching the same peak of velocity (V), 
EMG activity is at the same scale. The surfaces delimited by squares or rectangles represent 
one arbitrary unit (ua) of the integrated EMG activity of biceps and triceps. Each of the 
three horizontal lines represents 250 ms. [Figure and c:aption reprinted with permission from 
Lestienne (1979).] · 
Figure 8. Simulations of neural and biomechanic:al variables for movements varying in 
desired speed and siz,e of inertial load. Solid traces show agonist dnumel variables; dashed 
lines show antagonist channel variables. · 
Figure 9. Elec:tromyogram from subject .JS during active movement when the afferents 
were intact or isc:hemically inactivated. Each of the bunched lines represents the rec:tified and 
filtered EMG from a single trial (first trial at bottom, last trial at top). The records depicting 
the agonist and antagonist EMG were taken simultaneously. The single trac:es below the 
groups of individual muscle responses are the average of the bunched trials. The position 
trac:e is the average voluntary movement for the depicted trials. When the somesthetic 
afferents were intact the agonist muscle showed at least two separate responses and the 
antagonist EMG exhibited one large response. Similar though somewhat smaller responses 
were obtained when the limb was deafferentecl. [Figure and caption reprinted with permission 
from Sanes and .Jennings (1984).] 
Figure 10. Generation of triphasic burst discharges survive spindle deafferentation but not 
removal of spindle and Renshaw feedbacks. Top: Simulated .Joint dynamics and alpha-MN 
discharge patterns produc:ed by a normal FLETE circ:uit (left), a FLETE circuit without 
spindle feedback (middle) and a FLETE circuit lac:king spindles and Renshaw cells (right). 
Bottom: FLETE circ:uit pathways responsible for survival of tri-phasic: burst pattern after 
spindle deafferentation. 
Figure 11. Autoregulation of stretc:h reflex gain by Renshaw feedback promotes postural 
stability. Sirnulatioi1s show that c:hanging the strength (multiplier k) of the Ia afferent 
:37 
feedback has little effect on limb stability because Renshaw inhibition limits the steady-
state gain of the stretch reflex loop. 
Figure 12. Simulated joint kinematics (0, 0, 0) and alpha-MN dynamics of a VITE-FLETE 
circuit under conditions of the hold-then-release experiment of Bizzi et ill. (1984). Column 
A shows behavior of the intact system, column B behavior of a spindle-deafferented system, 
and column C behavior of a system without spindle or force feedbacks. Solid trace a depicts 
a control movement with no external holding action applied to the limb during attempted 
movement. Traces b, c, and dare for successively longer initial holding times of 50, 100, and 
200 msec. The vertical broken line marks the 200 msec release time( case d). See text for 
discussion. 
Figure 13. Key: Ov, Op are velocity and position error gains, respectively; ]( and B are 
gains; Gr· is the Renshaw feedback function; T and Y are the Golgi tendon and yielding 
feedback functions, respectively; djdt represents differentiation, 1/S' integration, I the mo-
ment of inertia. For circles containing an "x", inputs combine additively. For circles not 
containing an "x", the interaction between inputs cannot be described by an additive alge-
braic rule. A: Linear systems diagram of the revised equilibrium-point model of Mcintyre 
and Bizzi. B: Linear systems approximation of the velocity-error feedback model of Bullock 
and Grossberg (1992). The VITE generator, size principle, opponency, co-contraction com-
mand, and many spinal circuit details are omitted to reveal commonalities with the models 
in A and C. Note use of error differentiation rather than the direct cornparison of desired and 
actual velocity seen in A and C. C: Linear systems approximation of the model introduced in 
Bullock, Contreras- Vidal and Grossberg (1992; 199:3b) and elaborated in this artic:le (Figure 
5). Note a.dditional Renshaw and force feedbacks. Again, many details have been omitted 
to reveal commonalities with the subsets in A and B. 
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